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Outline scores an “A” with
Architectural Series
WITH THE
loudspeakers to meet the discreet aesthetic and
high-performance audio demands of architects,
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Comprising the Ai41 and Ai81 ultra-compact
columns together with the Charlie 4 cube, the
mid-high modules can deliver balanced playback
or live audio with the addition of a dedicated
AS6 micro-subwoofer. According to the Italian
brand, the inclusion of an MTM configuration
of midrange and HF elements in the mid-high
Ai41 and Ai81 modules delivers “extraordinary
imaging and precision coverage” for the
compact units. By symmetrically arranging
multiple transducers within the enclosure, the
MTM design greatly reduces unwanted lobing
effects in the radiating sphere of a loudspeaker.
Weighing 0.6kg and measuring 350mm x
46mm x 25mm (HxWxD), the Ai41 is a column
loudspeaker featuring four 1-inch neodymium
magnet drivers and a single 0.7-inch treated
silk dome tweeter. Capable of producing a
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and a maximum SPL peak of 107.5dB within a
280Hz–20kHz (–10dB) frequency range, four
Ai41 enclosures can be deployed from one
single amplification channel over a nominal
impedance of 8Ω. Comprising eight
1-inch drivers with a single 0.7-inch
tweeter, the Ai81 570mm-long
column can produce a nominal
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SPL peak of 112dB within a 300Hz–20kHz
range.
Contained within a 120mm x 120mm x
126mm (HxWxD) enclosure and weighing
cone transducer. Rated at 70W (continuous),
dispersion and operates across a 110Hz–
17kHz frequency range. Installation options
are enhanced with dual M6 bolts and a
multi-adaptable mounting bracket, while two
O-rings assist with vibration damping. Featuring
a 6-inch woofer and a passive radiator, the
AS6 subwoofer system extends the LF of
the Architectural Series’ mid-highs. Capable
of producing 114dB max SPL output down
to 42Hz (–10dB), the 6.5kg cabinet can be
deployed as floor standing or suspended with a
dedicated bracket.
Housed in HCDF (Hydrophobic Compact
Density Fibre), the four cabinets are finished
in standard black or white polyurethane paint,
with a range of RAL colour options available
to match customised architectural requests.
All four modules are fully passive to minimise
the number of amplifier channels required to
effectively operate them.
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